Effects of target presentation time, recall delay, and aging on the accuracy of manual pointing to remembered targets.
The issues addressed in 2 experiments in which 10 younger and 10 older adults participated were (a) whether the retention of a target location in memory for motor control purposes would be facilitated by an increase in target presentation time; (b) whether increasing the recall delay since the last exposure to the target would have deleterious effects on aiming accuracy or variability, or both; and (c) whether those effects would be mediated by aging. The results revealed that there is a short-lived (< 1 s) visual representation of target location. In addition, the results suggested that the nature of that representation dictates a movement strategy favoring higher peak movement velocity. None of the effects reported in the present study was affected by age, suggesting that the coding and retrieving processes of target location in memory for motor control purposes are not affected by age.